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Cove 2 Rehab….Finally
Persistent work on Jim Boon’s part finally secured funding from
the City for Phase 1 of Cove 2 rehabilitation. The majority of the
materials are in Randy William’s garage and we’ll be announcing
dry land work parties to assemble the new buoys soon. The City
wants to minimize the impact on the site so we’ll need mid‐
week dive crews to install them. If you can provide help read
the message below and sign up.
From Jim Boon:
I am pleased to share the good news that our club has received
approval and funding from the City of Seattle to install six new
‘marker buoys’ in Cove 2 at Sea Crest Park.
The City’s approval will fund the cost of materials for the first
phase of a 3‐phase project for this active dive site. The three
phases of the project are:

1. In‐Kind Replacement of six buoys at existing anchor‐points of Cove 2.
2. Replacement and enhancement to the Boundary Line.
3. Addition of 4 new buoys in shallow water close to the shoreline.
The City is unable to fund Phase 2 at this time. Since completing Phase 2 of the work is important and easier to ac‐
complish during the Phase 1 work, we are looking for other ways to fund this.
We expect the City will fund Phase 3 of the work, but not this year. Phase 3 work is independent of all other work and
at this time it makes most sense to wait until next spring. Our plate is really full with the work we have in the first two
phases.
Now we need to put our volunteer list together. We expect to do the work on weekdays to allow us better access to
the beach. A work schedule will be published in the next few weeks.
Since we are doing this ‘volunteer work’ under the big umbrella of the City of Seattle Parks Department, each person
must be registered with the City as a volunteer. This can easily be done as follows:
1. Go online to www.seattle.gov/parks/volunteers/ and select the Online Recreation Application form. Follow
the directions.
2. Send a note to Joyce Merkel to get your name added to our volunteer list.
Thanks in advance to everyone for helping out with this really worthy civic project.
Note about the form:




Fill in the entire first [Contact Information] section.
Skip [Demographics] and [Skills and Experience].
In [Assignment Preference] fill in the blank box with [Cove 2 Buoy Replacement].
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Fill in all of [Emergency Contact and Parental Permission].
Uncheck Email boxes unless you want to get those notices.
Read the [I Agree] section. Note the insurance it provides volunteers (good deal).
Check the [I Agree] box and Click [Continue].

Unless you made an error you should be done. Errors will bounce back and be highlighted red. You should get an
email indicating you need to get and fill in the form for a background check. This is not necessary for this project and
can be ignored. As indicated above‐send a note to Joyce you are registered. We do not have access to the City list.
The new system will built on the invaluable expertise and experience Randy Williams has brought to this project over
the last 10 years. In the past this has been primarily a Marker Buoy Project with early cooperation from Boeing Sea‐
horses, DIT, and other volunteers from outside. We are working to make this a dive community wide project. Ongo‐
ing work and funding will be necessary. As this project benefits the entire dive community we will seek donations
from dive shops, dive clubs, instruction agencies, dive individuals, and potentially matching funds from organizations.
Future funding from the City is hopeful but not guaranteed. To facilitate this we have partnered with Washington
Scuba Alliance. They will hold encumbered funds specifically targeted toward Cove 2. WSA is able to receive tax de‐
ductible charitable donations which we (MBDC) cannot. As indicated we have funds for Phase 1 (buoy replacement)
but still need funding (~$600) for replacement of the underwater boundary line and other work going forward. These
materials do not last forever and regular maintenance is required. We are working toward getting mechanisms in
place to insure the integrity of the boundary system. The haphazard attention of an all volunteer system that changes
over time makes this a challenge. We held a meeting to gather some of the parts of this community together last
week to work on this: Jim Boon, Randy Williams, Brian Heath (Seahorses), Jim Trask (WSA), Laura James (has been
removing batteries from Cove 2 and will be doing PR work), and myself.
We want to continue making scuba needs and presence known to the City and have a good working relationship with
them. Cove 2 is a well used and loved dive site by just about anyone that dives locally. Access is not necessarily guar‐
anteed (we have had access blocked before) and it’s up to us all to be involved in our part to maintain the safety and
continued use of the park.
Picnic – 2012
Seems like an age ago already but we had an excellent picnic. About 40+
members showed up. Food was excellent as was the company and
weather. The only damper was the nearby bathroom was
locked….again. We tried calling the number on the shelter but got the
equivalent of computer help from a foreign country. The person an‐
swering literally did not know where Woodland Park was. (Note to self
and any future Presidents‐call the Parks Dept. the day of the picnic and
make sure the bathroom is unlocked). It was great to talk to members I
haven’t seen in a long time.
Diving seems to be pretty variable from reports. The weather has finally
gotten nice but mostly not too hot to suit up. The periods of sun and cloudy days are making for highly changeable
visibility. I’ve been doing my summer trips up to Skyline, which seems to be most of my recent diving. Out of 4 trips
the invertebrate life has been great, the weather wonderful, the current very cooperative and easy, but the visibility
not so good. Luckily with an easy drift it becomes a nice macro dive. The scenery is a burst of color and life after the
silt in the central Seattle area. I recommend people make the drive if they are ready for a drift dive. If not, dive what
you know and are comfortable with but get out and get wet!

Fritz Merkel
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COVER PHOTO
Photo taken by Doug Miller near his home on Rich Passage

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Next Marker Buoy Club Meeting; August 1st, 2012 at 7:00 PM @ the Sunset Hills Com‐
munity Center… Our own Dan Clements and Jim Boon will present photos from diving with UNEXSO in
Freeport, Grand Bahama, June 2012.

Dive Around the Clock Success!
This year’s Dive Around The Clock was well attended and supported by the local NW Dive community. For
that, the DATC board is most thankful. It appears that we had well over 100 divers signed-up and diving this
year. Excellent!
The weather was dicey on Friday morning as we were setting up at Redondo. At around 11am the rain went
away and the sun really started to break through. Our webcast went well. Not perfect mind you...but, well.
The highlight of Saturday was the record setting dive by Eric Vetter. With support from Tacoma Scuba, Eric
had planned a FIVE hour dive to raise funds by donations and pledges. At the 5 hour mark, Eric was being
shown on the live webcast (about 2:20PM).As I had the camera on him and was making commentary, Eric
showed me a dive slate. On it he wrote, “Going for 6 !”. He had the gas, he was committed (or should be).
He did just at...SIX hours underwater to help the cause of Dive Around The Clock.
I managed to quickly get another tank and get back in with the live cam running as he hit 6 Hours, 9 minutes
and some odd seconds.
Not sure of the exact figures, but it appears that the monies and pledges Eric and Tacoma Scuba have collected will be close to $1,700 bucks!
That is way cool! Well done to Dr Eric Vetter!
We are still calculating the final donations from this event. There are still pledges that need to be sent in to
the treasurer. As soon as their final figures are determined, an announcement will be forthcoming.
On behalf of the DATC and our friends at Seattle Children’s Hospital and Doernbecher Children’s Hospital
in Portland, A heartfelt thank you all for your support and participation.

AND: Just Approved: Permits & Equipment for installation of the Buoys @ Saltwater State Park, reported in the May edition of the Buoy Tender.

Randy
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Dive Calendar
Aug 1, Wed 2012
Meet 7pm

MB Club Meeting
Sunset Hill Community Center 3003 NW 66th St

Everyone welcome

Aug 2 Thurs
8:00 meet
9:00pm splash
Aug 4 Sat
9:00 meet
9:45am splash
Aug 11 Sat
1:30 meet
2:20pm splash

Seacrest- Cove 2, West Seattle. (Pilings, I-beams, or
both) No current issues.

All divers
Night dive exp

3-Tree N, Burien. No current issues.

All divers
No facilities

Waterman’s Wall, Pt Orchard. Rich Cove Beach Club.
Rob Henderson’s bachelor party, all gender dive. Post
BBQ party at Doug & Karin’s.

Advanced divers Ample parking
Ferry $

Aug 12 Sun
1:30 meet
2:15pm splash

Alki Junk Yard, West Seattle. Little to no current.

All divers
No facilities

Aug 18 Sat
11:00 meet
12:00pm splash

3-Tree N, Burien. No current issues. Great critter dive.

All divers
No facilities

Aug 19 Sun
9:30 meet
10:30am splash

Redondo Beach, Des Moines. No current issues.

All divers

Aug 25 Sat
12:00 meet
12:50pm splash

Sunrise, Gig Harbor. Current sensitive dive site. A long
moderately graded hill to walk.

Moderate to advanced
divers
Portapotty on site

Aug 26 Sun
11:00 meet
12:00pm splash

Point Hudson, Port Townsend. No current issues.Nice
location with plenty of photo ops for photographers.

All divers

Sept 5, Wed 2012
Meet 7pm

MB Club Meeting
Sunset Hill Community Center 3003 NW 66th St

Everyone welcome

Sept 6 Thurs
8:30 meet
9:10 pm splash
Sept 8, Sat
Meet 4pm
Sept 9 Sun
9:45 meet
11:00am splash
Sept 9 Sun
9:45 meet
10:45am splash

Alki Junk Yard, West Seattle. Little to no current. Good
spot for interesting night life

All divers
No facilities

Dive Planning Party
Rob and Tracy Henderson home-Renton

All divers

Deception Pass, Whidbey Island. Very current sensitive. Advanced drift dive.

Advanced divers

Possession Point State Park, Whidbey Island. No current issues. See cliffs, crevices, fish, invertebrates,
have fun.
Titlow Beach, Tacoma. Shallow dive, some current.
Great photo dive.

Intermediate divers
Ferry $

Sept 15 Sat
10:30 meet
11:30am splash
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Dive Calendar Trips
Date & Time

Location & Contact Information

Notes

August 23-27, 2012

Barkley Sound, Vancouver Island, BC. Rendezvous Resort- 4 days of diving.

Call for pricing

Sept 26-30, 2012

Hornby Island, BC, with REEF.

Call for pricing

October 11-20, 2012

Taveuni, Fiji. Photo expedition Book @ Reef & Rainforests
Travel Agency

Oct 27-Nov 3, 2012

LaPaz, Baji Calif, Mexico. Whale shark snorkeling,
Sea lion diving.

Call for pricing

Dives & Travel
(JOIN FELLOW MARKER BUOY MEMBERS ON LOCAL & EXOTIC DIVE OUTINGS)

Aug 23‐27: Barkley Sound with Dan Clements
Trip cost is $870 CDN plus
tax, 2‐3 dives per day, four
days of diving with Rendez‐
vous Resort in Barkley
Sound, Vancouver Island,
Canada. This is six gill shark
week and Dr. Chris Harvey
Clark is the scheduled shark
biologist. Price includes
transportation to and from
Port Alberni, meals, lodging and air fills. Contact
Dan Clements for info.

September 26‐30, 2011: Hornby Island with REEF
Trip cost is $857
CDN, plus $150
US for REEF pro‐
gram fee. Join
REEF staffer and
critter ID expert
Janna Nichols
next year at this
spectacular diving location. Janna will teach you every‐
thing you ever wanted to know about Pacific Northwest
fish and invertebrates at this premier temperate water
diving destination! Contact Dan Clements for info.

Photo Expedition to Taveuni, Fiji Oct 11-20, 2012
Optical Ocean Sales has organized a great trip to Fiji next October! This all‐inclusive trip lead by owner Jack Connick,
is going to the Garden Island of Taveuni for some awesome diving. Specially oriented to photographers, and arranged
by Reef & Rainforests Travel Agency, everything is included; airfare from Los Angeles, 7 nights Ocean View rooms
(double occupancy), 3 meals a day, 3 boat dives a day, tanks, weights and refreshments, as well as unlimited shore
diving, use of kayaks and more! Download our flyer here.
Taveuni is known as the 'Garden Island of Fiji' located 7 kilometers off of Vanua Levu. It is well known for its’ flora
and fauna and is a popular destination for many travelers. Numerous dive sites lie just minutes away. Fiji is the "soft
coral capital" of the world and coral in multicolored hues cover many walls and dive sites.
Cost is $3750 all inclusive from LA. 3 day extension is $650. Non‐divers welcome ‐ $3350.
More info: http://www.opticaloceansales.com/photo‐expeditions‐travel/taveuni‐fiji‐photo‐expedition‐oct‐11‐20‐
2012/prod_1307.html
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REEF STATION NEWS
FISHNINARS: Remember that REEF is now offering on‐line classes called Fishinars.
http://www.reef.org/resources/webinars/

REEF CRITTER OF THE MONTH
Tube Dwelling Anemone
Pachycerianthus fimbriatus
Cnidarian Phylum
Other Names: Burrowing Anemone
Description: This animal lives in a tube that is buried in the
sand/mud, but extends above the surface a few inches. Two sets
of tentacles: one set is very long and thin, the other is short and
frilly, near the mouth.
Color: Usually light brown, but can be very dark too.
Range: BC to Southern California
Size: Tentacle crown can be up to 12" in diameter!
Hangouts: Sandy, silty, muddy or shell strewn bottoms.
Depth: up to about 150 feet.
Behavior: They're anemones. They don't do much. Usually found
in large fields, but occasionally you'll see one by itself.
Biggest Enemy: The Giant Nudibranch, Dendronotus iris (see pho‐
to below), simply loves to munch on the Tube Dwelling Anemone,
and can often be found in the neighborhood. Giant Nudi's find
these anemones SO tasty, in fact, they will often lay their eggs on
the column so that little Jr. will have something to eat when he
Tube Dwelling Anemone
hatches.
ID Clues: Thin column, spindly tentacles, often banded.
Comments: Ever seen a Giant Nudibranch eat one of these? It's an amazing sight! The sea slug actually pounces onto
its prey in one very swift motion.

- contributed by Janna Nichols, REEF Level 5

Giant Nudibranch
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Nudibranch Abundance
By Karin Fletcher
Below are the results of my non‐scientific survey of nudibranch abundance at a variety of dive sites in the Pacific Northwest
during August for the previous three years.

Top Ten Nudibranchs for August (in order of abundance)
Scientific Name
Doto amyra
Janolus fuscus
Dirona albolineata
Flabellina verrucosa
Cuthona concinna or cocoachroma
Hermissenda crassicornis
Flabellina trilineata
Cuthona divae
Cadlina luteomarginata
Dendronotus subramosus

Common Name
Hammerhead doto
White and orange tipped nudibranch
Alabaster nudibranch
Red gilled nudibranch
Neat or chocolate aeolid
Opalescent nudibranch
Three lined nudibranch
Pink cuthona
Yellow margin dorid
Stubby dendronotus

Nudibranch of the Month

Name: Cuthona cocoachroma
Common Name: Chocolate aeolid
Description: Body is translucent white. Dorsal sur‐

Name: Cuthona concinna
Common name: Neat aeolid
Description: Body is translucent white or cream to

face of oral tentacles, top half of long rhino‐
phores and ceratal tips are encrusted in white.
Ceratal cores are deep red‐brown to dark choco‐
late brown. No white line on tail.

yellow. Dorsal surface of oral tentacles, top half
of rhinophores are tipped in white. Ceratal cores
are purple‐grayish brown, red, orange or cream.
Cerata can have white spots and bluish sheen. No
white line on tail.

Size: 15 mm
Range: Marin County, CA to Kayostla Beach, WA (and
Puget Sound)
Depth range: unknown
Food: Hydroids; primarily Thuiaria (Embedded sea fir)

Size: 15 mm
Range: Circumpolar; Alaska to Vancouver Island, BC
(and Puget Sound)
Depth range: 15‐60 ft
Food: Hydroids; primarily Sertularia (Garland hydroid)
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Dive Report ‐ Skyline/Burrow’s Pass
This is one of the most visually attractive and interesting shore dives in Puget Sound. There is a good description of it
in Northwest Shore dives – Third Edition, page 100. I’ll leave the description to Fishnaller and concentrate on the some
lessons learned about timing this dive.
As he clearly states: “This site can be dived safely from shore only on a slack before ebb current; do not dive here during a flood exchange or at slack before a flood current.” I don’t know if this is technically always accurate. I’ve had reports from locals that have gone against this rule on some very low exchanges. But contrary to the general rule of less
tidal exchange, therefore less current exchange, makes an easier dive in Puget Sound, at Skyline this may seriously
mess with the timing or make an outgoing current that does not reverse. Been there, done that. More explanation to
follow.
By now members that have gone on this dive with me know of the ‘weed-side’ parking. The cul-de-sac parking can
frequently fill up with cars and boat trailers much of the dive season. Parking in the weeds along side allows for a lot of
vehicles with close access to the shore. There are no facilities on site. I suggest stopping in Anacortes (McDonalds,
Safeway) or Washington Park just down the road from the turn-off to Skyline.
It’s a long swim out to the drop zone, probably 200 yards at least. The drop zone is out where the kelp starts growing.
If timed right you get a boost out. If the boost is excessively helpful….beware! You are probably too early and that
boost translates to excess current on the wall. If late you have a reverse current to fight. The current back in is generally weaker than the current out. It is generally better to be on the late side here than the early side as the reverse is safer and can generally be dealt with.

There are 2 large dead snags on shore that can be seen from the suiting up area. Drop on the outside of the kelp. I
use a large stalk to control descent. I often drop in shallow water near shore and work out to the wall. It’s a short swim.
Move directly away from shore and find the beginning of the rocky wall at ~30-35 feet. The ‘wall’ is not a true wall. It is
more a continuation of the steep rocky side of Washington Park. At the boundary there is an obvious gravel bed meetPAGE 9
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ing up with the rock wall. You can pick any part of the wall to dive. If you stay at the bottom it slowly slopes down. I’ve
never made it deeper than 95 feet and generally never exceed 85 feet nor have I explored far out into the gravel bottom.
Timing:
Fishchnaller recommends the Rosario Strait indicator (one of our true current stations).
Time correction is minus 32 minutes before slack before ebb. You should enter the water ~30 minutes before that.
Hopefully you then catch the last of the flood to help the swim out, have a weak drift on the wall for 30 minutes, and
then a reversal to boost you home. I use Tides and Currents [Fidalgo Head-Burrows Island, between] which gives the
same result in the following examples.
The Anacortes Dive Shop recommended not diving this on too large or too small an exchange. I followed that advice
for awhile and it worked. I started trying smaller exchanges after awhile. On 3/26/06 I went out with Kim Thomas [bad;
12:30 splash - 0.5k Fld>1:01 slack>1.1k Ebb] and we had a constant strong outgoing current.

Concerned about the long swim home against current I called the dive after a short while and we started crawling up
the wall face. Fortunately it is solid rock with lots of handholds and occasionally a place to hide out from the current. An
important lesson learned that day was that getting to chest deep water by the shore seems to protect you from the current (at least at that level) and it wasn’t too bad getting back. The farther you drift, the longer the way home. For a
complete bail out there is a fisherman’s path on shore but getting up there with scuba weight could be quite difficult, it’s
steep. .
This was valuable info as I went back on 4/23/06 [bad;12:00 splash - 0.2F > 12:12 slack > .08E] with a lot more members and found very similar results.
Note-The Rosario Strait indicator has slightly different data than what I am posting here but the timing and general pattern are valid.
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From my previous adventure I was able to tell divers how to get out of the current and return. Scott Brockenbrough and
I got to “crawl” up the wall and swim back in the shallows. That worked great and increased my confidence about this
site considerably.
What I learned - I think:
After looking at a lot of current profiles, having conversations with other Skyline users I realized that the one variable
that seemed to be consistent is that for decent days the Flooded must be greater than the Ebb or no worse than
equal to it. If you look at the ‘bad’ dives posted you’ll see they are the opposite of that rule. I’ve been going on that
principal since 2006 and so far it has stood the test every time. Even on smaller exchanges it seems to hold up. I suspect other current profiles may work but I have not explored this theory more. If they do I think you get weak returning
ebb current that happens considerably later. I have not figured out the fluid dynamics that operate this site.
Visibility Factors:
There are a number of rivers, principally the Skagit, which dump in up there. [On larger flows this can put a lot of fresh
water into the channel. With the high current it does not stratify and mixes in all the way down. This can compromise
visibility. Poor visibility + staying with your buddy in current on a wall is not a good mix. In addition the primary attraction, all the color from the invertebrate feeders on the wall, is often seriously diminished since they tend to pull in. It
also makes for a colder dive. Those factors plus a 90 mile drive keep me from exploring the seasonal and current
boundaries of this otherwise wonderful site. (Fritz led the club to Skyline again on July28th- Ed.)

Fritz Merkel
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Dive Report ‐ Hood Canal
North Hood Canal Diving With Pacific Adventure
I was in high spirits last June 3rd at 5:00 AM and going over my gear in preparation for a two‐tanker out in Hood Canal
with Pacific Adventure when the phone rang – never a good sign at our house. One of our members was canceling with
a raging flu. He sounded like he’d swallowed razor blades. That left myself, fellow Marker Buoy Carl Baird and whoever
else Captain Don Coleman had come up with to fill the boat. Carl and I carpooled out through what was developing to
be a beautiful day with very calm surface conditions. We’d be diving during a minus 3 ft tide. Visibility over in the east
side of the sound had been typically horrible for this time of year, but we’d been finding that marine life was out in full
force and frantically feasting from the base of the food pyramid up to the very top. We made quick work of loading the
boat, the 38‐foot “Down Time” with Captain Don, assisted by his son Mike (who had recently passed his 100‐ton
captain’s license exam). Four other divers were aboard from dive shops in
Federal Way and Vancouver, WA.
We were diving two popular sites north of Pleasant Harbor Marina, the first
being Pulali Point Wall. Our instructions were to drop on the mooring line,
then descend further at a bearing of 170 degrees – if you hit 75 fsw and still
no wall, turn right to pick it up. That’s exactly what happened with Carl and I,
but in the silted bottom just east of the wall we found several sea whips and
two mating giant dendronotid nudibranchs, their right sides aligned and as
hermaphrodites, reciprocally exchanging genetic information. This part of
Hood Canal is at times subject to powerful currents and you can read about
(and see photographed) in Behrens’ “Nudibranch Behavior” (2005, New
World Publications) some of the anatomical specializations that prevent mat‐
ing nudibranchs from being torn apart by current. Or ask me on a dive some‐
time and I’ll describe it using terminology I learned in the Boy Scouts. Visibil‐
ity here was about 15 to 20 feet and the first thing we noticed about the wall
itself was the bright covering of protruding white, red and orange buccal feet
from stiff‐footed, red and creeping pedal sea cucumbers spread over the sur‐
face, collecting detritus in their coats of slime and periodically retracting
Carl Baird photo of a burrowing sea cucumber
them, one foot at a time, to be wiped clean in the esophagus before extrud‐
ing again. Between them pipecleaner sponges and zooanthids gorged on trapped plankton and hydroids grew so large
they looked like bushes in your neighbor’s yard. From a myriad of caves and crevices blackeyed gobies measured our
approach with bulging eyes and squat lobsters scurried along
shelves. Hairy‐spined lithoid crabs waved their orange oversized
right claws at us as their specialized left arms scraped food from the
walls of their crevice. Outside one small crack I saw a crescent gun‐
nel in a furious “battle royale” with a small crab that appeared to be
over real estate. Our only large animal was a male wolf eel so old he
looked as if he’d been bleached white as he watched us from his
cave. If you wanted to descend below 115 fsw, Don would tell you
where to find a cluster of cloud sponges – two divers using re‐
breathers visited them. We did our safety stop (much lower visibil‐
ity here) on the mooring line, giving us time to appreciate it’s un‐
broken covering of tiny hydroids, chitons, opalescent nudibranchs
with their coiled egg cases, and the bizarre exertions of the Caprella Archival Photo by Joyce Merkel
amphipods we call “skeleton shrimp” – these remained writhing on
every available square inch of crushed neoprene back on board the boat.
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Don outdid himself during the surface interval, first pressing hot cups of chicken noodle soup, warmed breadsticks,
coffee and hot chocolate on us, followed by grilled hot dogs and warm chocolate chip cookies fresh from the galley ov‐
en. In the shallow bays around us dozens of locals took advantage of the minus tide to collect clams and several bald
eagles searched the tidepools for trapped fish.
Our next stop was The Pinnacle. Don told us how to optimize visiting the highlights of the structure by circling around
70 percent of it. Here, schools of oversized rockfish were in abundance, including blacks, coppers and several vermillion
rockfish that were as large as any I’ve seen. This site has been protected for nine years now and the lingcod are getting
quite large, though not quite
“Edmonds‐sized” yet. Giant white and
Hudson’s dorids were numerous
as were tiny red sponge dorids on kelp
leaves in the shallows. They
shared this depth with a great variety
of comb jellies, moon and cross
jellies, sea nettles and lions manes
that we observed close up as
visibility decreased to 5 feet during the
safety stop. I began to notice
detached strands of sea nettle stinging
cells free‐floating in the water
column. Carl closed in on one sea net‐
tle for a photo and ended up
swimming into a strand. Back on
board an inflamed red welt rose
up across his face and he began to me‐
thodically try various “home
remedies” to treat it, including vinegar
and hot tap water. He declined
the “human ammonia” treatment you
hear so much about. He didn’t
have any luck with it until later when
we went to a bar and he quickly
threw back a couple of porters – suc‐
Drew Collins archival photo
cess!
So now I’m a big fan of Captain
Don and Pacific Adventure and enthu‐
siastically recommend you call up and book with him. Don’s great, the boat is great – we had six divers and it felt
roomy. He only takes a maximum of seven divers, which would have been no problem at all. All the safety things we
need to see are in place, and they have the technical knowledge as well as the people skills that are so important to an
enjoyable dive trip. Call him up now while it’s fresh on your mind:
http://www.pacadventure.com/
Many thanks to fellow traveler and intrepid dive buddy, Carl Baird!

Scott Brockenbrough
Dive Review ‐ Possession Pt Fingers
Possession Point State Park “Fingers” June 25:
Drew Collins hosted this dive for two special guests who had never dived at “the Fingers” before. Their testimonials
follow:
“I had been hearing about Possession Point for years now, and it was every bit as cool as I had heard it was. The un‐
derwater topography alone is so interesting and offers lots of places for a diverse bunch of critters to hide. Since I really
like Rockfish, this was a great spot to view them. I would love to return again!”
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Janna Nichols
(Jana has photo’d a VERY juvenile yelloweye rockfish and an uninvited but quite welcome picnic participant! Ed.)

“Thanks again for the invitation -- it was a stellar day, and I had a ton of fun!”

Scott Lundy
Dive Report ‐ S. Whidbey Island
JULY 10: Your Editor’s 62 Birthday Dive with NW Dive Charter to South Whidbey I:
Starfish Date:

7/10/2012 ( Birthday # 62)

Location:

So, Whidbey I.

Divers:

MBDC Host (Me) Mark Wilson, Drew Collins & Carl Baird; Bill Minton’s NW
Dive Charter provided the service
Cool, gray and a little drizzle in the morning. Light So. wind; Sunny and warm
in the afternoon with a light north wind
Flat calm; tide ebbing

Weather:
Seas/ Tide:
Dives:

3

Depth/time: see ea.

Vis: variable

Dive: 25‐27

Water temp: 50 0

Plan: Celebrate my birthday in the traditional fashion; by diving!
Observations:
1) Scatchet Head Reef; 55’/26’; vis about 5 ft! I aborted this failed attempt to dive the drop‐ off after searching and
swimming in contrary currents for 20 minutes. I did see one big ling in the kelp @ 30 ft where we descended the anchor
line (I did not have to exert myself to get there as I did on 4/15; Bill provided a line with which to drag me)
Predicted flood slack @ Bush Pt was 11:10; I wanted to be geared up and ready to dive at 10:45. We arrived at
9:40, and BEFORE 10:00, the tide went slack. We geared up and went in to a mild ebb flow…
Unfortunately, we were a bit too far north of my “sweet spot” to make an easy swim of the distance. As the ebb
increased (and it did, FAST!) we were swept to the NW, I compensated by swimming south, and finally did begin to de‐
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scend down a noticeable slope that showed low clay ridges. (I think we were near the edge of the “mixing bowl”)The
billowing sand clouds of departing fish greeted me. I turned east after a while to go up slope (to find the undercuts) and
we were then met by such strong water pressure of the on rushing current that I ended the dive; my friends had done a
good job of sticking with me, and all concurred with my decision…
A delicious veggie platter, “Propel” water and a bag of Hershey chocolates awaited us after the dive…
2) Possession Ferry; 79’/41’ vis about 25’ at depth. Now this was a vast improvement! Drew & Carl were daunted at
first by the surface current, but later admitted that below 10 ft, as is usual here and @ the Point, the current dissipates.
This dive was a delight and allowed us all to explore until all were content. There are now 2 WSA moorings, one at each
end of the wreck. We descended the east one. A school of black rockfish and Puget Sound rockfish bedazzled us. I quick‐
ly found a juvenile yellow
eye under the fallen car loading platform,
and found 3 more during
the dive… Carl & Drew found a very big dec‐
orated war bonnet of
about 16 in length… Mark found a behe‐
moth ling (at least 80#)
lying within some machinery. This may be
“Big Bertha” herself, who I
have not seen for several years. If so, her
mass now protects her
from hunters… I saw about 4 more ling of
harvestable size, 2 of
which were out on the sand south of the
site… and, near the end of
my dive, I found 2 painted greenlings “mix‐
ing it up”. Fight or love
dance I could not discern… But one was in
the dark phase (mating
male) and VERY unusual looking… (see Andy
Lamb, Coastal Fishes,
p.197)
Bill had frankfurters grilled for us when we returned from this dive… what a fine chef!
3) “The Fingers” 74’/35’; vis variable to about 25’: We dropped into
35 ft of depth in the midst of the big school of black rockfish; we were
directly out from the big boulder that lies in the tide zone on the
beach. This too was a delightful dive. I believe I relocated the “Bat
Cave” which Drew & I reported last year. It’s actually @ 70 ft. There
were quite a few large sailfin sculpin on the ceiling, and one very large
ling cod within. No GPO today. I found several GPO dens (one of which
lay on the sand slope @ 30 ft, under a big flat roc; The GPO had
pushed up a tall berm around it, (so that it looked much like a volca‐
no’s caldera…) above their broad fan of discarded crab and clam
Drew Collins Photos
shells. Do these GPOs go deep during the day? No one was home in
any of them! Also, I nearly blundered into the bright purple tentacles
of a Lion’s Mane Jelly. Several small fish darted around and within the structure of the bell, quite immune to its’ neuma‐
tacysts… I recall that Janna Nichols found a juvenile PSK crab here on our dive of 6/25 after I’d shown her a red brotula …
This site always delivers, and is easy to locate; unlike the preferred features of Scatchet Head & Double Bluff…
I’m grateful to Mark for lending me his tank which still had 1500 psi remaining from dive 1.
We returned to Edmonds and unloaded the boat; whereupon Bill served a spectacular single malt in honor of my B’day.
Drew then treated me to dinner @ Anthony’s to the very nice “Sunset Dinner Special” (popular with the gray
haired/ no haired set, like ME!)

What a great way to spend my Birthday!!!!

By Gene Coronetz
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Classified
EDUCATION

Book: Critters, Creatures, & Kelp.
This book describes the Edmonds Underwater Park and its history, along
with photos and descriptions of major
fish, invertebrates, and plants. Price
is $19.95 from the web site. Contact
Dan Clements for more information

MAUI CONDO: Great for
divers. Ground floor, 1/4 mi. from B&B Scuba in
Kihei. Centrally located to dive sites. Ref:
http://vrbo.com/123327. Cheryl Hughes

ACCOMMODATIONS
La Paz BCS Condo @ Costa Baja; On the marina
where the “mui excellente” Dive Charter FUN BAJA is
located. View Website: http://vrbo.com/143122 or
Contact Marlene Fletcher@206-251-4347 and mention that you are an MBDC member

Instructor Members
GREG WILSON – NAUI,
www.eastsidediving.com
greg@eastsidediving.com

Rhoda Green - PADI

Kim Thomas – NAUI

Scott Christopher- SDI /TDI/
NAUI/NACD/ PADI/ DAN,
www.soundaquatics.com
scott@soundaquatics.com

Randy Williams - TDI/SDI Open Water Advanced Mixed-Gas Instructor
NAUI Technical Instructor
heliox@comcast.net
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About Marker Buoys
The Marker Buoy Dive Club of Seattle meets 7:00 PM, the first Wednesday of each month at the Sunset Hills Community Center
in Ballard. The Marker Buoy Dive Club is one of the most active dive clubs in the Pacific Northwest. Membership level is around
150. Our members include some that are new to diving or to the Seattle area. Many have over 1000 dives in their log.
In addition to hosting many dives each month, monthly meetings are held at the Sunset Community Center in Ballard. Monthly
meetings give members an opportunity to give reports on club dives of the previous month, information on upcoming dives, and
occasionally slide and video presentations of dives. A guest speaker related to scuba diving, the marine environment, or some‐
thing of interest to divers is featured every month. Club‐sponsored activities include over 100 dives each year, dive planning par‐
ties, an annual picnic at Woodland Park, and an annual banquet.

GENERAL CLUB POLICIES
CLUB ROSTER
WEIGHT BELT REPLACEMENT POLICY
The Marker Buoy Club Roster lists each member’s name, ad‐ The club will reimburse any member who ditches weights in
dress, phone numbers and email address. The purpose of the what they consider an emergency during any dive, anywhere.
list is for diving ‐ to find a buddy for a spontaneous dive, to The reimbursement is for replacement cost of all items ditched
drum up interest in your forthcoming sponsored dive, or let and not recovered, up to a maximum of $150.
people know if there has been a change in dive plan. No
commercial use is permitted. If you have information to SPONSOR A DIVE, EARN AN AIR CARD
Dive hosts receive an Air Card good at local dive shops when 6
change on the roster contact Joyce Merkel.
Marker Buoy members participate on the dive. The Club Oxygen
Kit counts as a buddy as long as one member of the party is O2
DIVER’S ED
The club will reimburse members $15 for successful comple‐ trained. Limit of 1 Air Card per club member per calendar
tion of advanced certification courses that increases the month. The club has two O2 kits ‐ currently with Fritz & Joyce
member’s competency and safety. Limit of 3 reimbursements Merkel and Gene Coronetz.
per club member per calendar year. Courses that qualify are
advanced diver, rescue diver, dive master, instructor, nitrox, YAHOO GROUPS MARKER BUOYS
DAN O2 Provider, and initial First Aid & CPR (non‐renewal). Join our members only on‐line web group! Find a last‐minute
Reimbursement for other courses subject to board approval. dive buddy, ride, or directions to a dive, trip reports, as well as
Just show proof of course completion to Mark Wilson, Treas‐ our roster and newsletters:
urer, for your reimbursement.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MarkerBuoys, or email
MarkerBuoys‐subscribe@yahoogroups.com.

MARKER BUOY 2012 BOARD
President: Fritz Merkel
Vice President: Brian Nyenhuis
Secretary: Joyce Merkel

Treasurer: Mark Wilson
Programs: Doug Miller
Newsletter: Gene Coronetz
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Webmaster: Karin Fletcher
Fundraiser: Nathalie Curtis
Refreshments: Catherine Knowlson

